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1. The plot

Have you ever imagined eating that which is most delicious and refined? The
cuisine of the greatest chef of all time? What if we told you that à table! makes
this possible?
In the cosmic kitchen of the Great Constellation, the heavenly Chef Joséphine
Mangetout has found a way to harness the most exquisite flavors and breathe
life into them. Her divine cooking talent even opened up a portal to a mythical
and unexplored culinary world: the Yummy Islands.
As wonderful as it is, this magical and tasty universe is as coveted as it is
dangerous, and Joséphine Mangetout needs passionate and motivated
sous-chefs like you to lead expeditions with the delicious critters she created:
the Yummies.
Each new recipe allows Joséphine, and now you, her sous-chef, to travel to the
bottom of the Great Tureen and explore the incredible Yummy Islands.
What you must know is that Joséphine was challenged by the king of the Grand
Constellation to find the ultimate flavor: the Cosmic Flavor. The great king of the
Cosmic Castle has decided to pit her against all the greatest celestial cooks to
find this mythically exquisite flavor that none have found thus far.
Prepare yourself to live the adventure of your life and enjoy cuisine like
you've never tasted before!
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The Game Summary
à table! is an exploration game set in an infinite world made of
procedurally-generated islands, full of mysteries, treasures and traps.
Players have to visit the Yummy Islands made of different biomes. The goal of
the game is to explore the Yummy Islands with your Yummy and to
manage its resources to make sure it comes back alive with its loot.
Each island is unique and requires multiple exploration attempts to uncover all
of its treasures.
Each Yummy has different strengths and weaknesses that can be an advantage
or a disadvantage on specific islands .
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2. The platforms
A great blockchain game must first be a great game. Players can enjoy à table!
whether they are familiar with the blockchain or not. Two versions of the game
are planned:
- Native game published on the mobile app stores and available on the
web for PC, and
- Companion DApp integrating an on-chain game experience.
We designed à table! t o address an audience of all ages and all genders. We
worked in collaboration with people across generations and demographics to
craft a game style and universe that will garner widespread interest.
The Dapp version can be considered as another version of the game. This
blockchain version features the game characters - Yummies, a breeding system
and a marketplace.
The blockchain (or on-chain) Yummies will be used to enhance the native game,
while the Dapp has its own playable part and game objectives.
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3. The Native Experience

blockchain wallet.

à table! native is developed in Unity, the state of the
art game engine. The game will be released on Google
Play, the App Store and Steam PC. The native version
of the game won’t include a wallet in the game binary
to be compliant with these stores’ rules. Nevertheless,
the game will offer an option to bind the game’s
account to Casa Tookan or other compatible

Even though à table! is playable solo, the game is designed to be collaborative
and be played as a team or family. In order to explore and unlock all areas of an
island, abilities of different Yummies will be required.
Depending on the version of the game (native, or linked to the companion
Dapp), players may opt for a different game strategy.
In the native game, each player will have one Yummy and thus a collaboration
with other team members will be necessary to progress.
Players who’ll link their blockchain wallet to their game account will be able to
use all their blockchain Yummies in the game and thus they will be able to
explore the islands more independently.
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4. À table! Dapp
The à table! Dapp represents the onchain activity of à table! product and can be
enjoyed even without playing the native game. However, connecting it to the
native game opens up a whole new dimension.
The blockchain version consists of a marketplace and a breeding algorithm, just
like Cryptokitties for example.
Moreover, all Yummies have specific properties such as Endurance, Speed,
Agility, and diverse powers that has an impact in the native game.

Yummy Gamma
The breeding process itself has an end game objective. The goal is to create a
Yummy “Gamma”. The Yummy “Gamma” is a Yummy with a secret genetic code
that is not revealed until someone finds the pattern.
A certain number of breeding tests and hints will be necessary to discover the
Yummy Gamma genetic code. Only a limited number of Yummy Gammas can be
obtained in each game season.
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5. Game design Native app
5.1 Considerations
A game design is a living document. As the game development goes the game
design changes while the game is prototyped and developed. The rules of the
game might change during the development.

5.2 Game’s goal
The goal of à table! is to help Joséphine finding the ultimate Cosmic
Flavour. After long research she was able to reveal a whole world of mysterious,
tasteful islands. The legend says in this world lies the secret of the ultimate
recipe who brings eternal youth - the lost Cosmic Flavor.
To achieve this objective, the player must explore the Yummy Islands with
his Yummies and find the most exquisite ingredients, flavors, and
recipes.

5.3 Game phases
The game has three main phases:
5.3.1 Preparation phase
The Preparation phase corresponds to the player’s main view when starting
the game.
In this phase, the player can decide which tools and equipments to bring on his
journey. Then, in order to start travelling, he will need to input a certain
combination of ingredients and cook them to start the navigation phase. Each
island has its own recipe.
5.3.2 Navigation phase
The Navigation phase starts right after the player has confirmed an island
recipe during the Preparation phase.
This second phase starts with a mini-game in the form of a side scroller,
showing the ship travelling to its destination.
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According to the player’s performance during the mini-game, he will arrive at
the island with advantages or disadvantages.
Once the player has reached its targeted island, the Exploration phase begins.
5.3.3 Exploration Phase
Once the player has reached his destination, he has several tasks to perform:
Select the Yummy he will use for the expedition
Equip his Yummy with utensils, which can aid him in different contexts
(searching for loot, fighting, …)
Equip the Yummy with aromas - blockchain items coming from other
games - which enhance the selected Yummy’s performance (e.g. higher
endurance).
Deploy his Yummy to the starting tile
On each tile, the player will be able to perform a search action to find a loot. He
might also encounter some unexpected events. These events may have a
positive or negative impact on the expedition and the player’s resources,
depending on their outcome.
The player may also come across non-player characters (NPCs) who he can
interact with in the following ways:
-

Trade/gamble
Get quests
Fight

The consequences of these interactions may range from getting rewards,
modifying player’s reputation with a certain autochthone tribe, to dying in
combat and having to abort the expedition.
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Dying or not coming back from an expedition will lead to a failed expedition.
The loot gathered during the expedition won’t be added to the user’s score. The
Yummy might be unusable for a short period of time while he recovers. Failing
an expedition won’t lead to a loss of a Yummy.
The game strategy is lead by the decision to take the risk, go further and gather
more resources or to go back with the looted treasures.
To finish an expedition and leave with everything he has gathered, the player
has to bring his Yummy safely back to the boat and depart the island.
Once the expedition has ended, the player can look at the leaderboards, share
his results on social media, or simply return to the Preparation phase.

5.4 Island generation
Each Yummy Island is generated procedurally. The seed of every Island is a set
of ingredients which bring some chance that a certain biome will appear more
than another on each island. Some biomes need specific combinations of
ingredients.

Each island is composed of certain biomes, each biome is composed of certain
tiles. The shape of an island may vary but generally it’s a big hexagon
composed of hexagonal tiles. The center tile is the point containing the more
riches and it is the main target for the player.
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Biomes are composed of a set of tiles and are drawn differently depending on
the type of biome they represent. For instance, mountains biomes are always
located in or around the center of the island.

6. Yummies
Yummies are the main characters of à table! Yummies are cute and delicious
animals living in the food-themed world of Yummy Islands. In total, there will be
eight different Yummy races.
Each Yummy is unique and has its own specific characteristics which influence
the gameplay.
Yummy characteristics
Each Yummy will have a specific set of characteristics, such as Speed,
Endurance, or Health.
The characteristics of the Yummies in the Native game will be predefined.
The on-chain Yummies will be randomly generated by the smart contract in the
Gen 0 and they will be a result of the breeding algorithm in the further
generations.
Depending on the island and its biomes, certain characteristics will advantage
certain Yummies. Depending on the island to be explored, player will have to
choose wisely the Yummy which is the best equipped to progress in a given set
of biomes.
Having more Yummies in your kitchen brigade (when the DApp is linked to the
native game), or teaming-up with other players (in the Native game) will give
you more chances to fully explore each island.
Body parts
Each Yummy has a set of body parts: eyes, nose, mouth, ears
hands, feet and tail. The game offers a broad range of body
parts and color combinations.
Each body part has an influence on the Yummy’s performance.
For example palmed feet will allow yummies to progress faster
on location with water but will make it slow on rocky places.
When the player breeds two Yummies together the resulting
Yummy will inherit some attributes from each of their parents.
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7. The game live operations
Yummy races
à table! will have eight Yummy races. The first three races to be introduced will
be Bunny, Salamander and Unicorn. New races will be released progressively.
Game Seasons
Each new Yummy race will kickoff a new game season.
In the native version new kinds of islands will appear in the world, reflecting the
characteristics of the new Yummy races.
For the blockchain version, the smart contract will be updated with adapted
game rules. A new season cannot be launched before someone finds the
Yummy Gamma. With a new season the research of another Yummy Gamma will
start.
Seasons allow to renew the sales and relaunch the public’s interest in the game.
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8. Blockchain integration
The à table! Dapp is running on the Ethereum blockchain. Transactions will thus
be performed for Ether (ETH).
Gen0 Yummies
Yummies are represented by ERC-721 tokens. Generation Zero or Gen01
Yummies will be sold for ETH. The marketplace allowing players to auction their
Yummies will use ETH as the exchange currency.

The first cross-chains compatible game
à table! is the first blockchain game compatible with multiple blockchains. The
first release of the game will use players’ Yummies, stored on the Ethereum
blockchain, as well as elements from other games and collectible items running
on the Bitcoin blockchain (by integrating items associated with the
Counterparty protocol).
In order to be able to use items running on both blockchains in the game, the
player will need to associate his game account to a dual-blockchain wallet, such
as Casa Tookan, or other compatible wallet.
We believe that cross-compatibility between game and blockchains is the way
to pave the future of blockchain games.

1

A Gen0 or “Generation Zero” item is the foundational item of a collection.
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Multiverse across multiple blockchains
Our vision since 2014 has been to create a multiverse of game assets
guaranteeing players to truly own what they earn while playing games. As a
matter of fact, some of Spells of Genesis cards are already playable in other
games and vice versa. With à table ! we want to bring multiverse to a whole new
level.
All collectible assets listed in Book of Orbs will offer a boost in à table!
Collectible cards from other games or collections will be considered as “aroma”
in à table! As long as a player connects his blockchain wallet to the game he will
be able to play with the Yummies he holds and equip them with aroma
impacting the characters’ abilities.
We will also include other popular game items across multiple blockchains.

This notion of aroma will provide infinite possibilities and combinations
depending on the users’ token ownership.
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11. Roadmap
The à table! game will be developed and launched in several phases.
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First 3 Yummy races presale
The first three Yummy races on sale will be Bunny, Unicorn and Salamander.
They will be available on our official store for ETH.
Marketplace & Breeding system
Shortly after the start of the presale of the first three Yummies, a public
marketplace will be launched and we will introduce the breeding system.
This will kick off the 1st season of the Dapp with its end game objective:
searching for the Yummy Gamma.
Players will be able to breed their Yummies together and trade them on the
marketplace.
Native game - Alpha
The native game will be developed progressively and we will open the test
versions to the public. The Alpha version of the native game will be released 3-4
months after the beginning of the presale.
Already in the Alpha version already, players will be able to link their blockchain
wallet to their game account.
Native game - Beta
Roughly 6-9 months after the presale launch, the Beta version of the native
game will be released.
Native game - Full release
Players can expect the full release of the native game, with its first season, in
about one year after the start of the presale.
New Yummy race presale - New season
The introduction of a new Yummy race will start a new season in both the
native game (appearance of new islands) and the Dapp (update of the smart
contract and breeding rules).
Each new Yummy race will kick off a new season.
NOTE: Launch tentative December 2018
In December 2018 we launched the presale of Yummy-mix, which was supposed to
last for three months.
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The climate has become increasingly tough for all cryptocurrencies and
blockchain projects in recent months. As a direct result of this, the presale of
Yummy-mix has unfortunately not performed as well as we would have liked.
Having evaluated the situation, we felt that it was the best course of action to
cease the presale and re-evaluate the launch strategy for ‘à table!’ in 2019.

12. Our Vision at EverdreamSoft
We believe the world is entering in a new economic era in which economic
activities happen on the internet, an era leading an economic growth benefiting
more people.
The invention of internet has profoundly changed the way we live and work and
modified the way we share information.
Nowadays, Blockchain may revolutionize the way people are transferring assets
of value. While the internet allowed anyone to communicate on a large scale,
Blockchain will allow anyone to create value, “to craft” on a global scale.
We want to empower everyone to own and to create value. In 2014, we started
building “Spells of Genesis,” the first game using blockchain collectibles. We
initiated and opened the pathway to many games and IP creators to issue and
trade their own creations.

13. Achievements
We believe communicating a great vision is not enough : delivering great
products is more important. We always focused on product first. With more than
5 million game played since its launch, Spells of Genesis is probably the most
played blockchain game.
In 2016 we published our first wallet Book Of Orbs
which is a Bitcoin/Counterparty mobile and web
wallet and a decentralised exchange for collectible
blockchain game items.
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Book of Orbs first hosted Spells of Genesis collectibles but soon afterward new
collections from different games were added to this wallet. Today, Book or Orbs
is one of the most active blockchain marketplace for collectibles.
Ref :https://digirare.com/ranking
More recently, in Fall 2018, EverdreamSoft released a new
blockchain wallet Casa Tookan. Casa Tookan is not only a
wallet designed for game collectibles but also a web3 DApp
browser working across the Bitcoin and Ethereum
blockchains.
Casa Tookan allows players to access all their crypto
collectibles and decentralized games in one place.
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16. Contact
info@everdreamsoft.com
everdreamsoft.com
bitcrystals.com
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